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Network virtualization provides a powerful way to fa-
cilitate designing, testing, and deploying network inno-
vations over a shared substrate. As a first step toward
the long term goal of providing a global infrastructure in
which multiple virtual networks could run concurrently,
each customized to a specific purpose, currently the net-
work research community is focusing on building a shared,
wide-area experimental virtual network platform to sup-
port a broad range of research in networking and dis-
tributed systems. To that end, the virtual network plat-
form must have four key properties: (1) good isolation to
minimize the interference between virtual networks; (2)
enough flexibility so that a virtual network can be highly
customized, this is particularly important for support-
ing new network innovations as they often require con-
trolled network environment to conduct tests; (3) good
forwarding performance so realistic experiments can be
conducted and the platform can attract long term appli-
cations; and (4) decent cost in building that platform so
as to make it easier for wide-area deployment.

The challenge of building such a virtual network plat-
form is that those four key properties, i.e., isolation, flex-

ibility, performance, and cost, are often tightly coupled
issues in system design so that we usually have to com-
promise one of them in order to improve the other one.
For example, the VINI platform [3] is successful in terms
of isolation, flexibility, and cost, but suffers poor forward-
ing performance. The Trellis [4] system is not as flexible
as VINI but its forwarding speed can be much faster.
The VRouter system [2] reports a forwarding speed which
matches the native software router forwarding speed but
it loses much of the isolation in order to achieve that
performance. The supercharging planetlab platform [5]
provides superior forwarding performance but the cost of
using special hardware (network processor) would be an
issue for large scale deployment.

We have designed a new virtual network platform using
cost-efficient commodity hardware and open source soft-
ware. In this platform, we decouple the control plane and
data forwarding plane of a virtual network and have dif-
ferent machines to perform those two tasks. More specif-
ically, one “node” in this virtual network platform is ac-
tually a cluster of machines, with one of them working

as the management host and the others are forwarding

engines. Those machines are sliced by using operating
system level virtualization such as OpenVZ [1], in order
to share resources such as CPU and storage. The for-

warding engines machines are virtualized to perform the
actual packet processing tasks for the management host.
A virtual network creator will feel that it is the manage-

ment host which forwards the data in its network, but in
fact the management host does only trivial multiplex/de-
multiplex work and all packet processing and forward-
ing functions, such as lookup and traffic shaping, are
done by user mode software routers running on forward-
ing engines. Running user mode software router provides
tremendous freedom to virtual network creators in imple-
menting their own customized forwarding functions with-
out jeopardizing isolation between virtual networks, i.e., a
buggy forwarding plane of one virtual network will not im-
pact other virtual networks. Having multiple forwarding
engines compensates the poor forwarding performance of
user mode software router so that the aggregate forward-
ing speed of the forwarding engines can match the native
forwarding speed of commodity hardware.

In our poster, we will demonstrate the architecture of
virtual network platform and show the design of the two
entities, namely, the management host and forwarding en-

gine. We have build a proof-of-concept prototype of this
virtual network platform and we will provide some pre-
liminary but promising packet forwarding performance
measurement results in our poster.
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